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Together, OhioLINK and its member libraries provide access to:

- nearly **50 million books** and other library materials
- **Over 100 electronic research databases**
- millions of electronic journal articles
- **over 81,000 e-books**
- thousands of images, videos and sounds
- **over 39,000 theses and dissertations** from Ohio students
Individualized attention + Support when students need it + Building relationships = Increased engagement Sense of community
Library Tools for Research, Study, & Work

- 42,171 Articles our students downloaded from EBSCO Databases Spring 2014
- 47 Desktop computers available for use
- 9 Laptops available for use
- 40 Group study tables
- 555 Print items in our new & popular collection
- 86360 Databases with scholarly, popular & academic articles
- 260 Visitors we hosted Fall 2014
- 71 Number of soft seats offered in the library
- 40 Study carrels
- 3 Number of iPads available for use
The SSU Writing Center

Shawnee State University Writing Center tutors help students in all majors improve their ability to write. We provide feedback on any kind of assignment at all phases of the writing process. We prioritize helping students learn how to tackle “bigger” concerns such as revising, brainstorming, organizing, and understanding an assignment although we do address punctuation, grammar, format and other “smaller” issues. We help students not only produce better writing, but also become better writers.
The library is here to help you SUCCEED

Study rooms with WHITE BOARDS & SCREENS

RELAX with new & popular books & magazines

Type papers and do research with our COMPUTERS, LAPTOPS & IPADS

QUIET study rooms and group meeting spaces

Friendly and helpful STAFF

FUEL YOUR BRAIN with snacks from the vending machines

Books, scholarly articles, & study aids to HELP WITH YOUR COURSES
The library is here to help you succeed.

- Study rooms with WHITE BOARDS & SCREENS
- RELAX with new & popular books & magazines
- Type papers and do research with our COMPUTERS, LAPTOPS & PRINTERS
- QUIET study rooms and group meeting spaces
- Friendly and helpful STAFF
- FUEL YOUR BRAIN with snacks from the vending machines
- Books, scholarly articles, & study aids to HELP WITH YOUR COURSES